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MEDIUM,6VUM
sources. Thus a prerequisite is the identification of sources, ard Deluz provides
both a repertory of sources (in a synoptic table, PP. 42g-gz,.vhich futnishes an
extfemely 'rseful instrytr/tent de lrartail), afld afi assessment of Maodeville's procedures; this is a valuable grst step, but a fuller study, rhetorical and pragmatic,
of his compilation and translation techniques might well be very rev/ardiflg. Part
rr sets Mafldeville's Traaels in their intellectual context: a curiosity about the
natural and especially the human wodd, fed by a sense of expanding hotizons
(the opening-up of Europe, the pioneer journeys of the early missionaries), and

then offers a useful repertory of the geogtaphical vocabulary at his disposal,
supplemented by more remarkable synoptic tabies (pp. l8l-98), comparing his
lexis to those of comparable contemporaties like Marco Polo. A third section
coocefltrates on the image of the worid as promulgated by Mandevilie, his
conceprual Mappenonde; here, the non-specialist might have found it useful to
have some maps other than Brunetto Latini's (the Hereford Mappenonde, fot

instance, cited

p. r89) with which to

comPare Mandeville's (pp.4oo-r).

Mandeville's latget wodd is one in which distance allows dn obiective and often
ctitical view of the follies of his own. A final section focuses on reception: the
astonishing popularity o{ rhe Traaels (z5o manuscripts), its wide diffusion geogaphical and social, the prestige vhich it enjoyed, and the evidence of teception
furnished by marginal notations and illustations. (A mild regtet: that there are
so very fevr i-llustrations provided. Again, a full study based on other invaluable
synoptic tabtes (pp. 422-7) would sutely be fruitful.)
This work is tl-re fruit of herculean labouts, and its main thesis, that the oddly
and unjusdy neglected Jehan de Mandeville should take his deserved place as
a 'scientist'in histories of French litetarure, is convincingly argued. Has the time
not come, in the context of a burgeoning interest ir travei naratives, for a new
edition of the text to replace M. Letts's unobtainable Hakluyt Sociery vetsion
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JANE H. M. TAYLOR

Rosa Menocal , Vitirg in Dante's Cah of Trath: from Botges to Boccaccio @utham, North Carolina; London: Duke University Press, t99t). zz3 pp. ISBN

Mailt

o-8223-rto4-6; o-Bzz3-ttt1-8. d33.ro ftard covets); drt .95 @/b).
A challenging sub-tide offers fair warning of contentious matter to follow.

The opening paragtaphs of Menocal's book neady encaPsulate the dilemma of
much post-suucturalist scholarship, if this latter term is aPPropriate for a work
which strikes so dismissive an attirude towalds the labours of many eadier
investigators of mediaeval Italian poetics. Shying self-consciousiy away from
conventional terminology, the author offets het readers not an introduction or
a prefzce,but a prologue in which she casts serious doubts upon the usefulness
of such interPtetative aids. Her reasofl is that many, if not most, of the premises
and functions of the inttoduction are 'antithetical to the historical constructs this

REVIEwS

book is grounded in'. ('Construct', a favoured tetm of the authot, appears in its
singuiar or plural form no fewer than four times in the 6rst rwo pages.) l)tetary
history is bunk. Synchtony is ail. Did oot Borges, a{ter all.,learn his trade whilst
'riding back and fotth on the trolleys of Buenos Aires sitting next to Dante and
his Commedia'? But what, I wonder, did Dante make of Borges? Or of the uolleys
of Buenos Aires, come to that2
The aggtessively poiemical tone of the prologue continues to jar in the body
of Menocai's book, which is unfortunate, because much of what she has to say
is innovative and intelligendy argued, even though the headings of her four
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chapters ('Synchroniciry', 'Bondage', 'Faint praise and propet ctiticism', and
'Blindness), not to mention their respective sub-tides ('Death and the Wta
nuoua','Pe)hco's Francescas', 'The niglior fabbi', 'Alephs and lovers) do not
exacdy encourage feelings of pleasutable anticipation in the teader.
In the fitst of het four chapters, Menocal of,ers a :r:'dica'lly new intelpretation
of the Wta nrota. One can teadily agree with her assertion that as a description
of Dante's encounters with one Bice Portinari, or with any other woman, it is
devoid of intetest. But there are obvious dificulties in accepting het ciaim that
its fundamental purpose is to chronicle Dante's conversion to a new poetic
form, even though eatlier investigators like De Robertis had already pointed the
way to the text's rich metalitarary values. The death of Beatrice is interpreted
by Menocal, ln a way that wi.ll brook no denial, as the death of the eadier
tradition of vetnacular poetry as exemplified in the work of Arnaut Daniel, and
the commencement of Dante's 'nevr life' as the poet of the Commedia, The Wta
nuora viewed as a porttait of the artist as x young man is a beguiling concept,
but it is one that ultimately dissolves in the ctucible of the wotk's theological
imperatives.
The three remaining chapters offer comparably provocative and stimulating
reassessments of the rapport berween early Itil1afl poetry and Pellico, Pound
znd Eliot, Petrarch, and of coutse Borges. Then in a supplementary chapter,
described predictably as an Epilogue, Menocal argues that in his choice of Galeotto
as a secondary tide for *te Decameron, Boccaccio 'is confronting the reader with
the dual and inseparable problems of the nature of the text and the nature of
its interpretation'. Her arguments, striking and intuitive as they undoubtedly are,
would carry tathet more weight if her quotations from Boccaccio's text were
freer of misprints and omissions, and if less attention were paid to questionable
theories. An example of the lattet is a footnote on p. r9r, where, glossing a
reference to Francesca's book-closing in Infeno v, she quotes approvingly an
unpubLished studywhere the author'traces the genealogy of a disrinct series of
wornefl with dropped books', which he interp(ets as 'emblematic of a post-

masturbatory state'.
Menocal has attempted to re-interpret certain texts (rather less familiat nowain the case of It mie pigioaz) to show their value as keys to an understanding
of the poetic imagination in generai, and Dante's in particular. Thete .is no
doubting the worthiness of such an aim, nor the ingenuiry and vigout with which
it is putsued in this volume, but the rcziizatton that one 'drops the book' feeling
days
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little the wiser leaves in the final
!7hich is, I suppose, inevitable.
Chalfont St

analysis a sense of profound disappointment.

Petet

G. H. McITILLIAM

Matjorie O'Rourke Boyle, Petrarch's
University of California Ptess,
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The author of this study of Petratch's Canryoniere writes as a theologian, and
proposes a teading which takes Pettarch's own 'theological' claims for poetry
seriously, something which, it would seem, seculaf sftdents of Petrarch, fascinated by his supposed anticipations of modernity, have failed to do. Regtettably,
'theologians abandoned Petrarch to those scholars who dealt with the ambiguities oflife and literatute: historians and litetary critics'. It could be objected that
modern scholarship has given much attention to the stroog influence of Augustine on Petrarch. But it is with an 'Augustinian' reading of Pettatch that Dr
Boyle takes issue in particular, especially with the view taken by Freccero and
others of the Canqoniere as teflecting a 'poetics of idolatry'. Petrarch's view of
poetry, and indeed of Christianity, was, she maintains, a non-Augustinian, humanistic one. In Lhe Semtum, Petrarch is defining his poetics against 'Augustine'
(a 'man of straw' ot 'devil's advocate) or the ascetic oudook he is taken to
rePresent.

The book, then, is concerned with applying Petrarch's 'humanist poetlcs'

as

set out in his Latin writings to rhe Canqoniere, which is in effect read as if it were
the Bucoliam Carmen. Apollo is a type of Chtist and this poetic-prophetic allegory rnay be related to what is seen as a pervasive use of solat imagery, from
the dazz[ng light of Lauta's beaury to such emblems as the phoenix. The 'genius' of the book's tide has its otigins expiored from the Roman natal spirit to

Ciceronian ingeniam, the Engl,ish 'genius' being used, pethaps-misleadingly, to
translate both terms, as well as the Italian ixgegno, thus giving Petrarch's vocabuiary a numinous charge which it does no.t necessarily bear. But what Boyie wants
to insist on is Pettarch's belief in vatic inspitarion. Love of Laura is the ecstatic
love of the spiritually illuminating ideal of poetry and beaury, a love wounded
at times by cupidity. Her death represents the dashing of Petrarch's hopes of
being a poet with a prophetic message for his contemporaries; but as a heaven-iy
ideal the love of poetry still attracts him in spite of weakness. Pettarch, named
'Franciscus', shares the prophetic ideals of the Franciscafl movement: hence he
meets Laura in the church of St Clare; her budal in the church of the friars
minor, conventuals who petsecuted the 'SPirituals', matks the_ destruction of the
poet's hopes for reform in the Church.
This reading has the merit of taking Peuatch's Latin wtitings on Poetry
seriously, but a thoroughly allegorical mode of intetpretation carries its own
risks, including that of arbitrariness. Meanwhile, the polemical nature of the
work makes it unbalanced. There is a tendency to undervalue the moral and self-
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